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The thirty-two bits of the olumn STATUS of an ACIS event le (e.g. evt1 or evt1a) are used to indi ate
various potential problems with the events. If one or more of the bits is set to a value of one for an event, the
event may have a problem and is ex luded from the Level 2 ACIS event le (i.e. evt2). This memo des ribes
the potential problems asso iated with ea h of the thirty-two STATUS bits.
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STATUS bits

STATUS
Bit

Integer
Representationy

0

1

The CHIPX and CHIPY oordinates of an event are invalid (e.g. the
oordinates are outside a window, are on an ina tive CCD, or are in the
top-half of a CCD experien ing a \FEP0" problem).

1

2

The PHA value of the entral pixel of an event island is less than (or,
in some ases, less than or equal to) one or more of PHA values of the
eight surrounding pixels in the event island (before the CTI adjustment is
applied) or is less than the split threshold.

2

4

One or more of the nine pixels of a 3  3-pixel event island has a PHA
value > 4095 after the bias and the delta over lo k values have been
subtra ted.

3

8

The sum of the PHA values of the nine pixels of a 3  3-pixel event island
that are  the split threshold  32767 (i.e. >
 130 keV).

Condition(s) for whi h the STATUS bit is set to one

This integer representation is appropriate for ma hines that use the \big-endian" onvention for byte
strings, where the rst byte of the string is assumed to ontain the highest-order bits.
y

STATUS
Bit

Integer
Representation

4

16

The CHIPX and CHIPY oordinates of an event are the oordinates of a
pixel that is identi ed as \bad" in the asso iated bpix1 le.

5

32

The CHIPX and CHIPY oordinates of one or more of the outer eight
pixels of a 3  3-pixel event island (or the outer twenty-four pixels of a
5  5-pixel event island) are the oordinates of a pixel that is identi ed as
\bad" in the asso iated bpix1 le.

6

64

The bias value asso iated with the CHIPX and CHIPY oordinates of an
event = 4095. This ondition o urs if the pixel is indenti ed as \bad" or
if the pixel is not on the a tive region of a sub array.

7

128

The bias value asso iated with the CHIPX and CHIPY oordinates of an
event is unknown (e.g. telemetry was lost).

8

256

The bias value asso iated with the CHIPX and CHIPY oordinates of an
event = 4094. This ondition indi ates that the pixel has a bias-parity
error.

9

512

The over lo k value asso iated with an event is unknown.

10

1024

The over lo k value asso iated with an event is not in the nominallyexpe ted range of over lo k values.

11

2048

The mean PHA value of the four orner pixels of a 3  3-pixel event island
< 4095.

12

4096

Bits 12 and 13 are used to indi ate the number of pixels that were in luded
in the omputation of the mean PHA value of the four orner pixels of
a 3  3-pixel event island. Bits (12,13) have values of (0,0), (1,0), (0,1),
or (1,1) to indi ate that 4, 3, 2, or 1 pixels were used to ompute the
mean value of the orner pixels, respe tively. Pixels are ex luded from the
omputation if they are indenti ed \bad" or have bias-parity errors.

13

8192

See STATUS bit 12.

14

16384

The mean value of the four orner pixels of a 3  3-pixel event island
= 4095. This ondition indi ates that all four of the orner pixels are
\bad" or have bias-parity errors.

15

32768

The event is asso iated with a horizontal \streak" on a CCD. Streaks are
asso iated with spurious signals in the read-out ele troni s.

16

65536

Bits 16{19 are used to indi ate that an event may be part of a \ osmi ray afterglow." The bits enumerate the number of onse utive frames
(in luding the frame asso iated with the event) in whi h events have been
reported at the same CHIPX and CHIPY lo ation as the given event.
For example, if bits 16{19 are 1100, 1010, or 1111, the event is part of a
sequen e of 3, 5, or  15 events at the same CHIPX and CHIPY lo ation,
respe tively.

17{19

|

20

1048576

Condition(s) for whi h the STATUS bit is set to one

See STATUS bit 16.
The CTI-adjustment algorithm (if used) did not onverge.
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21{22

|

23

8388608

24{31

|

Condition(s) for whi h the STATUS bit is set to one
Unused.
The event is identi ed as a potential osmi -ray ba kground event. This
bit an be set to one only for TIMED VFAINT mode data that was proessed using the optional a is pro ess events parameter he k vf pha=yes.
Unused.
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